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AVST has been enhancing campus communications

for three decades. We have extensive experience in

AVST iS

making the most of your current infrastructure while

Unifyi n g Com munications

providing you with your best options for the future.
Visit our educational campus resource center at:
www. av$t. com/ed ucation
Protect your past and define your future with AVST.

To learn more, visit:
www. avst.com/ed ucati on

Events Calendar

Fall Seminar

October 14-17,2012

Hilton Americas

Houston, Texas

Winter Seminar

January 13-16, 2013

Hyatt Regency
Tampa, Florida

Annual Conference

April 14-17,2019

Manchester Grand Hyatt
San Diego, California

Fall Seminar

October 6-9, 2013

Renaissance Grand Hotel
St. Louis, Missouri

ACUTA's core Purpose is to support higher education information
communications
technology professionals in contributing to the achievement
of the strategic mission of
their institutions.

ACUTA's Core Values are:

'
'
.
'
'

Encouraging and faciritating networking and the sharing
of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individuar opinions
and sorutions
Fulfilling a commitment to professional development
and growth
Advocating the strategic value of information communications
technologies in higher
education
Encouraging vorunteerism and individual contribution
of members
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Fall Seminar
October 1 4-17,2012
Houston, Texas
Hilton Americas
Track 1: Voice Communication Tiends
IP technology and mobility are continuing
to move voice and video communication technology
and support in new and
exciting directions' Endless opportunities exist
for improving collaboration and communication
by integrating voice and
video with enterprise applications or increasing
u...rriblll y"u.rd productivity through mobility, often
at lower costs than
traditional telephony services can provide.
This track will explore ideas for leveraging
and
integrating
voice and video
technologies in new ways.

Track2: ICT Supporting the campus-Facilities,
safety, and Instruction
comTunicl:i:ns

infrastructure enable campuses to ofrerengasingi
I"?::::::::.^.::ly"y
grob;;;;ffiilL,
in i..,.y, u,,i r,,,.,,onuri,;;.".i;,f;#;'iT.ffi:;1iil,:[::_T'J,t.*,1.1:.:::*]::::::
"ilffi::*1,Tj;:,::'::::11ii ::'"'"::'"1
explore how campuses are
l1:i:,, technology to make their campus'physi.al
leveraging
infrastrucrure
-.r. ..;;;;;;;; ,#::H:;;",J"::il1
racilities; support racuitv who need to .ouuto.ut"

Bud-get reductions have rvreant taking

a serious look at
all our progray^s and. rnaking so^i hard. choices
for
the
Cotvtparing circirqstances and, solutions
.future.
with peers ynakes that exercise y^ore rrneaningful
and,
the outcovne ynore valuible. l,v^
looking forward to reconnect_
ing with the ACUTA network in
Houston.

Ring Ledgerwood
San Diego State tJniversitg

The Changing Landscape of Higher
Education Collaboration Needs

rapidly as students' faculty'
The landscape of higher education is changing
tablet computers' and
smartphones'
and staff are coming to campus with
(BYOD)' The "WWW"
device
own
i;;"r.. This trend is called tring your
to mean Whattransformed
Wide Web has now

tt

ut

*.

knew

as

World

traditional roots of higher education
ever, Wherever, and Whenever' The
of seating where the instrucincluded the standard classrooms with rows
took notes' This style of
tor lectured and the students sat quietly and
more collaborative as students
learning is transforming today to become
The illustration below repreactivel/participate in the learning Process'
sents the current higher-education landscape'
collaboration tools
Today there are synchronous and asynchronous
mold and break free of the
that make it possible to break the traditional
tools include real-time interacclassroom. Synchronous collaboration
audio conferencing' and
tion such as chat, traditional videoconferencing'
Asyrchronous colvideo collaboration such as Skype or WebEx'

online
systems' e-mail' document
laboration tools include learning management
Docs' and social netGoogle
or
SharePoint
as
management systems such
working.
we need to look back at
To illustrate this rapidly changing landscape'
Ten years ago we had expensive ,
where we were 10 years and 5 years ago'
rooms' Fax machines were used
meeting
and proprietary classrooms and
pervasively and POTS-"plain old telephone service"-was the norm' Distance
education consisted of very expensive
rooms that included a studio booth and

that had a technician in the booth handling
the technology lor the class session'
Five years ago' we moved to standardsNon-Traditional
Students

based videoconferencing (H'323) that
included a less expensive video unit' like

or Tandberg, and did not need
video
a dedicated technician to make the
norm
the
still
connection work. POTS was
machines
fax
but was evoiving to VoIR and
were starting to gather dust' Electronic
whiteboards started to be installed in class-

a Polycom

Shrinking Staffand $$
TelePhones
MobilitY

Distance EdA,iideo
Classrooms

Synchronous Tools
Online
Learning
Asynchronous
Tools

rooms and meeting rooms with some sucwere
cess, and online collaboration tools
being used as network capabilities to the
home improved. Asynchronous collabora-

tion became available with course management systems.
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Today we have standards-based videoconferencing
with H.323
and SIP protocols that allow interinstitutional

interoperability.
There are also proprietary videoconferencing
applications, like
Skype and Microsoft Lync, that are closed systems
with limited
interoperability. Students, faculty, and staff are using
their own
devices for communications and collaboration
and expect those
tools to be supported wherever they go.

. At Indiana University (IU), we are seeing a sharp increase of
instructors and staff members using Web collaboration

with our

Adobe Connect meeting service. Web collaboration provides
a

virtual environment for sharing presentations, images, and
desktop
applications with remote participants. It also offers audio_
and

videoconferencing, text chat, a digital whiteboard, and polling.
Remote participants do not need to download a proprietary
appli_
cation; rather they only need to use a web browser to connect
to
the meeting.

Distance education is still necessary to provide learning
for stu_
dents who cannot physically be in the same location
as the instruc_
tor. There is still a need for physical teaching spaces,
but they need
to be enhanced to allow for collaboration with and

integration of

distance students. The experience needs to create one
classroom

system to share documents, and online collaboration
tools to facilitate real-time interactions.

Future trends for higher-education collaboration include
more
applications moving to the cloud. We will be much more reli_
ant on commercial tools and will no longer dictate what
tools to

use. There will be a tighter integration between slmchronous
and
asynchronous applications, and collaboration tools will integrate

with other applications such

as lecture capture, media manale_
ment (video storage), and social networking. The trend will
move
away from the interoperability that we have with H.323
videocon_

ferencing and will be replaced with the proprietary downloadable
applications that provide features and flexibility that simply
aren,t
available with the older standard protocols.
Below is the higher education landscape in 5 years. Look
for
plenty of discussion about these ideas and other innovations
in the
coming months at ACUTA events and on the ACUTA Community.
Keeping up with the pace of change is one of the many reasons
to
be a part of the great ACUTA network.

Contact me at any time at jvh@indiana.edu.

a

out of two physical spaces.

IU has two experimental classrooms that we call ..Immersive
Classrooms" that are on two different campuses separated
by 50
miles. The classrooms seat 15 students each and provide
a com_
fortable and natural experience by using round tables, caf6_height
tables and chairs, and two g0" TV moni_
tors. Each classroom has one monitor

that displays the far-end participants
and another monitor that displays the
instructor's content. We are using an
automatic tracking two-camera system
that provides a TV studio-like experience

without needing an operator. The far-end
viewers experience a very natural transi_
tion between the cameras and give a feel
that they are in the room with them.
Flip teaching is a form ofblended
learning that leverages all the collabora-

tion tools, so an instructor can spend
more time interacting with students
instead of lecturing in the physical space.
This could include instructor-created
videos, lecture capture, students collaborating using the learning management

ACUTAJournalotlnformationCommunicationsTechnologyinHigherEducation
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Mobility is a word that may convey different meanings to different individuals
even in the realm of information communications technology. But no matter
what the definition, ACUTA is here to help
you understand it, evaluate it, and determine how or if it can work for You' We
make connections' We excel at providing
platforms where networking occurs with
more than 2,000 of your colleagues and
the representatives ofthe corporations that
supply and suPport your endeavors' Here
are four examples of how ACUTA strives to
meet your needs:

.

Mobility-You CAN
Take lT with You!

ACUTAs own mobile experience' As the

former emploYee of an ACUTA member
school or company who becomes unemployed. This membership level allows our
valued members to continue communicating with the extensive ACUTA network as
well as register for events at the member

needs are constantly changing, ACUTA

ACUTA needs You to helP us model
good use of new technologies' An example
of our most recent foray into mobility is
the provision of the conference app for the
ACUTA 2012 Annual Conference held in
Indianapolis April 29-May 2. The intent
was to enhance the experience for confer-

custom information and networking
opportunities were provided to iPhone
plus, iPod Touch, iPad, Android, and all
other phone types including BlackBerry

easy,

and all Web browser-enabled phones'

"Mobile technology is highly integrated into the daily lives of the majority
of our members," observed Lisa Thornton,
ACUTAs director of meetings and events'
A11 of our members recognize the effort
involved in project management and the
need for lessons learned. Look for future
enhancements of the conference app that
may possibly include account information

ACUTA Journat ot lniormation communtcations

value-add. We offer a six-month complimentary individual membership to any

vital to the success of your institutions by
connecting you no matter when or where
you are. You are the key to the future'

To increase the value of the conference, fast,

zolz

Member-in-Tiansition. ACUTA wants
to support its members in whatever ways
benefit the most people. The recently approved Member-in-Tiansition membership
status is another example of a supportive

rate.

ing to the overwhelmingly positive feedback received, the objective was attained'

summer

.

next strategic plan unfolds, you will notice
that the mobility theme plays an important
roie in the future of the organization that is

ence attendees and exhibitors, and accord-

8

available on multiple devices, the ability to
save PDFs, and an easier friend process'

Technology in Higher Educalion

.

2}L2ACUTA ResNet studY. Knowing
that your responsibilities as well as your
looks for opportunities to stretch in new
directions. One of our recent publications
is the 2012 ACUTA ResNet Study, the result
of a survey conducted in February. (View
the report at http://www.acuta.org/wcm/
ar:r;i:al pdfI 0229 l2a.pdf). It is a comprehensive survey designed to measure the broad

variation in practice and policy within
higher education and lay the groundwork
for long-term trend analysis and benchmarking. It's ACUTAs first study to target
all higher education institutions in the
United States with on-campus residential
housing and to focus exclusively on issues
affecting the residential student network'
The survey results underline the student,
faculty, and staff demand for camPus
mobility and are depicted in the compelling
ResNet Infographic on page 20 of this issue'

.

Coverage oflegislative and regula-

tory affairs. ACUTA covers information
communication technolo gy legislative and
regulatory affairs like no one else. We could
not keep abreast of the congressional and
regulatory activities if it weren't for Dow
Lohnes, LLC, the legal firm in Washington,
D.C., that continually monitors issues on

our bchalf. ,\{onthly r.ren,slctters
are distributed 1o nll ntembers, rvho arc
askecj tcl relav
the updates to their gcneral
counselors.
l'he nervsletters are re r.ier,r.ed
ir_rclcpth r,vith
thc ACUTA Legislat ive/Ilcgulato
rv

at Cohrn'rbia Lrnivcrsit).in the
Cit1.
York. He recogr-rizes the technical

tise irr lrigher educ.rlion. r igrrr
s5 J: e.rrlv
ru r.rg\.5 u\ t( ) rorrl inLrr.
sharing rvith him. Hc is cager
hellrr cl lrct r. .trrJ eni,

Aftairs

to lcarn

Con-rmittee mernbers eirch
month bv Ken
Salomon and J.G. Harrington,
princip,als

rvith I)ou. l.ohnes, r,r.ho also hclp
vigilant.

r_Ls

cd FCICI chieftechnologl offrcer,
rr.ho is al.,,
lhe Irrliarr (.llrcrr..c Lr,r i I)rolesror,,l
\l,rthcrnatical l.Iethods and (iomputer
Sciencc
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and
chair of the conlputer science
clepartrnent

fr.on.r

y,our technical notes or ovcrr.ior.s

..,-rroi,.,

Of particular note is our.r.nceting
dur
ing tl-re ACUTA Alurual (,onf.crencc
lr,ith
Henning Schulzritrne, the recentlv
appoint

o1, Ner,r.

exper_

lbchnologl. has trtrlr. cnablccl our
r.r.ork
rr.ell as our lir,.es to be ntorc rnobile.
\bu
can takc IT tith vou as vou connect
ars

of cur_
rent intplementation plans (a|ecdotes
or

to the
cantplls netrr.ork from horlc or somc
other
rentote location, ancl as r.ou ncttvorj<
lr.ith

FCCI cor-rld do

peefs tl'rrougl-r i\(_LIIA. I cncourage
vou to explore tl,rc;\CUTA rvcbsilg_grr)._
ciallv if rou are not a regular visitor_alcl

numbers) ils well as anything r,r.e
tl-rink tl_re
to help in thc areas of IPv6,

:cctrrilr. rnd \ ulp r oi.t,
ler.ring.
Fleruing repl.esents our higher:
tion aclvocate in the FCC ancl sees

cciuca_

cam_

rnuch tccl-rnical expertise
I rr.ill glarclly be \-otrr concluit: If
vou thinl<

our

lcah
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\\ h ilL, paI)cr,.

\\.iki
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learn ntore about the man1. bcnefits
av:riJable to our menttrers.
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\

thern to lne at chochG)acuta.org. .logcther
rvill contir.tr-:c to ntake a clifference.

w,e

.
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1,our thoughts n
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etc.,
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Supporting BYOD in Education

IT probring
education'
fessionals who support
the
For teachers, institutions, and

Neil Anderson
Cisco

your own device (BYOD) is a Powerful
Whether stuwave that hasn t yet crested'
they've
dents are in high school or college'
on
playing
grown up learning, living, and
inside
tools
want to use these

to proright BYOD solution enables schools
building
by
te"ct thei. technology investment
retaining
on what they already have' while
services' soluthe flexibility to adapt to new
tions' and devices as theY emerge'

Lobile-they

teachand outside the classroom' Likewise'
working
are
ers, administrators, and staff

smarter and more efficientlY
thanks to their tablets and smart-

m,
LlI

r*x{l

B
Erq
h
&

brrrfl

,@

B

Phones.

AttemPting to force the growing numbers of PeoPle on school
and college camPuses to abandon

Challenges for lT Organizations

of chalAdopting BYOD comes with a set
of the
Many
t"tg". f* the IT organization'
choice
the
having
as
U.ri.nt, of BYOD, such
access'
anytime
of any device and anpvhere'
IT
traditional
to
are somewhat antithetical
support'
requirements for security and

their mobile devices, even for
a few hours' isn't the solution'
The answer instead is to embrace
BYOD as an oPPortunitY to
staff
engage learners and enhance
productivitY, while getting the
most out of Present technologY
platforms.
Yes, tlrere are challenges' PolicY

preparation, securitY, control'
training, network caPabilitY'
and resiliencY are some of the
critical issues. This puts schools
under intense Pressure to create
the
and implement policies and deploy
while
upp.op.iu,. supporting technology'

controlling costs.
The UPside of BYOD

their focus
Today, many schools are shifting
devices
mobile
of
use
the
from prohibiting
waY
a
as
BYOD
to embracing
on camPus

improve
to enhance teaching and learning'
student engagement, improve operational
expand
efficienciei boost staff productivity'
capabilities
the
collaboration, and expand
The
of existing technology infrastructures'
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Tradi-

Providing device choice and support'
approved
tionulln iT*predetermined a list of

l.

workplace devices-t1'pically a standardized
a small'
de.ktop, laptop, and perhaps even
and
standardized set of mobile phones
Employees and students could
smartphones.
generally
choose among these devices' but
the apfrom
stray
to
permitted
were not

proved devices list'

With BYOD' IT must aPProach the
so
problem differently' Devices are evolving
pre-approve
rapidly that it is impractical to
form
and
brand
device
.u.t *d everY
to
impractical
somewhat
It is also

factor.

the same
expect IT organizations to have
device
every
and
each
level of support for
workplace'
the
to
that emplotees may bring

to
Hence most IT organizations have
deof
tlpes
what
level,
establish, at a macro
network'
the
access
to
vices they will permit
brand due
perhaps excluding a category or
or other
readiness
to o.tu...ptuble security
considered'
be
factors. Support must also
and selfsuch as uaopti"g more IT-assisted
supPort models.

2. Maintaining secure

access

to the network'

Device choice does not mean sacrificing
minimum sesecurity. IT must establish the

curity baseline that any device must
meet to

be used on the

institutiont network, includ_

ing WiFi security, virtual private
network
(VPN) access, and perhaps add_on
software
to protect against malware.

In addition, due to the wide range
of
devices, it is critical to be able
to identify
each device connecting to the network
and

authenticate both the device and
the person
using it.

3. On-boarding of new devices. Most ByOD
implementations will have a wide
range of

devices, including desktop pCs,
laptops,
netbooks, smartphones, tablets,
._..ui.rr,
and so on. It is likely some devices
will
be

institution-owned and managed, while
other
devices

will

be student or employee pur_

chased and self-supported.

On-boarding of new devices_bringing
onto the network for the firsl
be simple and self_service,

with minimal IT intervention, especially
for
employee-bought devices. IT also needs
the
ability to push updates to on_boarded

devices

required. Ideally, on_boarding should
be
clientless, meaning no preinstalled
software
is required. This has an added
benefit: If a
as

self-service on-boarding model is
success_
fully implemented, it can be easily
extended to

provide access to guests as well.

4. Enforcing institution usage policies.Edu_
cational institutions have a wide range
of
policies they need to implement.
Adoption
of BYOD must provide a way to enforce
policies, which can be more challenging
on
consumer devices like tablets and
smartphones.

Another complication results from
the
mixing of personal and work tasks on
the
same device. Smartphones are likely
used for
husiness and personal calls, and
tablets likely
have both personal and business/academic
applications installed. Access to the
Internet,
peer-to-peer file sharing, and application
use may be subject to different
policies when
users are on their personal time
and network

and when they are accessing the network

during work hours.

of devices on the network.
a user had a single desktop

be tightly controlled and may also
include
the need for a virtual desktop infrastructure

PC or laptop on the network and possibly
an IP desk phone. If the user called
IT for

(VDI) application to allow access to
sensitive
or confidential data without storing
the data
on the device.

support, it was likely straightforward
to

locate that user,s device on the network
and
troubleshoot the issue.

7. Revoking access.

cycle of a device,

connected to the network simultaneously.
Many of the devices will have multiple
modes, that can transition from wired
Ethernet to WiFi to 3Gl4Gmobile net_
works, moving in and out of these
different
connectivity modes during a session.
It is
critical for IT to have tools that provide

visibility of all the devices on the corporate
6. Protecting data and loss preyention.
One
of the largest challenges with any ByOD
implementation is ensuring protection
of
data.If a corporate asset, such as a laptop,
is used to access business applications
and
data, typically that asset is tightly controlled
by IT and likely subject to more restrictive
usage policies.
Institutions need to comply with confi_
dentiality regulations like HIPAA, securitv
compliance regulations like pCI, o.

-o."'

general security practice regulations
like
Sarbanes-Oxley and others. Organizations
need to show that compliance is possible

with BYOD adoption, which can be more
challenging than with a corporate_owned
and -managed device.
A student- or employee_owned tablet
or
smartphone is likely being routinely
used
for personal access and business applica_
tions. Cloud-based file sharing and storage
services are convenient for personal
data,
but can be potential sources of leakage
for
confidential data.

IT must have a strategy for protecting
,
data on all devices, whether corporate
man_
aged or student/employee self_supported

and managed. This may include a secure
business partition on the device that
acts as
a container of corporate data and
that can

At some point in the life_

it may become

necessary to
terminate access to the device. This could
be
due to a lost or stolen device, students
leav_
ing the institution, or faculty/staff changing

With BYOD adoption, each user is
likely to have three, for., o. more devices

network and beyond.

a new device

time-should

5. Visibility

Tiaditionally

roles within the institution. IT needs
thJ
ability to quickly revoke access granted

to

any device and possibly remotely
wipe some

or all ofthe data (and applications)

tn the

device.
8. Potential

for new attack vectors. Because
the devices accessing the network have
wide_
ranging capabilities and IT may not
be able
to fully evaluate, qualifr, and approve
each
and every device, there is the potential
for
new security attack vectors to be opened.
For example, many tablets have the
capability to enable an ad hoc WLAN.
If an
authenticated device has other devices
teth_
ered to it through an ad hoc WLAN,
it may
be possible for nonauthenticated devices
and
users to gain access to the corporate
network

by connecting through the authenticated
device. The same is true when tethering
a laptop over Bluetooth through
u .-ui _
phone.
The challenge for IT is how to permit
the
growing number of devices and capabilities
to be used, while still maintaining the
con_
trol to enforce policies, such as automatically
disabling an ad hoc WLAN function
on an
authorized connected device.

9.

Ensuring wireless LAN performance and
reliability. As wireless access becomes per_
vasive, performance and reliability
expecta_
tions are the same as what is expecteJfrom
the wired network, including reliable
con_
nectivity, throughput, application response
times, and increasingly voice, video,
and

other real-time collaboration applications.
This fundamental shift demands that

IT

change the service level of the

ACUTA Journal of lnformation
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work from one of convenience to a mlsslon
the
critical business network, analogous to
of
operation
wired network. Design and
the WLAN must include high availability'
performance monitoring and mitigation'
well as seamless roaming'
10. Managing the increase

as

in connected

The increasing number of devices
with
connected to the network, most likely
each user having many devices simultaneously connected, can lead to IP address
starvation, as most legacy IP address plans
were created under the assumption of fewer
This may hasten the need for IPv6

devices.

Internet
e-mail, data files, applications' and
users
Ideally'
challenges'
pose
access can
and
want to separate their personal data
text
photos'
Personal
activities from work.
browsInternet
and
messages' phone calls,
needs to
ing performed on their own time
docuwhile
privacy'
b"-r^obj..t to personal
corporate
using
ments, files, applications
on
data, and Internet browsing performed
compliance
in
company time needs to be

with corPorate Policies'

devices.

and
deployments, both at the Internet edge
network'
enterPrise
inside the
Challenges for End Users

by
The demand for BYOD is largely driven
they
devices
the
users who want to choose
perspecuse in the workplace' From a user
tive, there are challenges to address'

Keepingit simple. BYOD solutions and
technologies are quickly evolving; however'
make
one of the largest challenges is how to
to
it simple for people to get connected
of
urrd or. network resources' The number
device possibilities, the range of connection
types and locations' and the lack of widely
adopt"d approaches can translate to dif-

l.

may
Each device brand and form factor
onbe
to
steps
different
slightly
require
boarded and connected' Security Precautions and steps may also vary depending
to
on how and where the user is trying
WiFi
institution's
the
connect. For example,
connectwhereas
may require credentials,
ing through a public WiFi hotspot may
require not only credentials, but also a
VPN and other security steps' Ultimately
simple
any BYOD solution needs to be as
a
common
as possible for users, provide
no matter where and when they
are

as possible

across devices.

2. Mixing personal devices with work'
work
BYOD brings a mix of personal and
tasks on the same device' Contact lists'
1

2

Summer zot
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institutions make connecting

student- or employee-owned device
in orcontingent on signing an agreement
acceptable
der to Lonitor compliance and
data' In
use policies and to Protect sensitive
.nrn. .ur.. this may include remote wip-

with

a

analysis

within the organization to help un-

required
derstand needs and likely level of
support.
Every organization is different' and
must evaluate for itself employee roles
mobile
against the need for mobility and
level of
likely
the
against
and
aiplications
are
required support. BYOD depioyments
levels
low
need
only
who
easy with users

of IT support, possibly using self-support communities to share best practices'
with
beployments maybe more difficult
but
needs
mobility
users who have high
as
such
levels'
also require high support
executives.

ing of all data on the device-potentially
inllodi.tg p.r.onal data-which obviously

Conducting such an analysis will help
supunderstand entitlement policies and

IT
.un b. u .orr..e of contention between
managed'
not
if
and users
ProPerlY

port models and may prevent frustration
and cost overruns in the IT budget'

3. Gettingthe productivity and experience

2. Deciding on

a BYOD adoption strategy'

of the
want
who
users
is
BYOD
of
major drivers
tools
productivity
of
to take advantage
to
as consumers' Institutions want

Different organizations will approach
across
BYOD with different expectations
Every
a spectrum of adoption scenarios'
if
institrrtion needs a BYOD strategy' even

productivembrace and benefit from that
appropriate
the
ity, but also need to apply
security and policies to protect data'

except
the intention is to deny all devices
those that are IT-approved and -managed'

needed. As discussed earlier, one

they use

If such security measures
trusive, they could erase any

ficulties for users.

"*p".i.r..
connecting, and be as similar

Some

BYOD implementation' One recommendation is to conduct a user segmentation

are too

in-

productivity

gains. For example, a common complaint

access to
is that institutions that lock down
deploythe
applications and data through
device
ment of VDI clients on a tablet
point
degrade the user experience to the
*l*r" u user does not get a tablet experience. VDI clients are likely to improve'
including user experience' as deployments
to
of tablets and smartphones continue

grow.
Considerations for BYOD AdoPtion

For any widespread adoption of BYOD'
that
there are a number of considerations
beforehand'
need to be thought about
[Jnrlerstanding user segments and needs'
It is important to understand that there
segments of users within any

l.

are different

Technology in Higher Educaiion
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of
On page 13, Figure 1 shows a number
which
into
scenarios
por.iUl. adoption
most organizations fit'
Institutions involved in government
research may need to take a restrictive

protect
approach with BYOD adoption to
be
to
need
may
Devices
sensitire data.
the
in
as
managed
and
tightly controlled
be
still
may
which
traditional IT approach,
valid in these instances'
For many organizations' adoption will
derange from allowing a broader set of
applications
to
vices with restrictive access
to embracing BYOD in full' encouraging
types
broad adoption of many or all device
enable
to
and deploying security measures
u.."r. to a broad set of enterprise applications and data' In the broadest sense'
some institutions will adopt a "mobile
first" strategy, whereby their own internal

prioriapplications development will be

Figure 1. BYOD adoption
strategies
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Understanding where youlr organiza_

directly on the ByOD device, leading
to
security challenges and concerns about

security policies, entitlement,
and overall
strategy for the ByOD initiative.

3. Considering application strategies.
Secur_
ing and preventing the loss of
data is a top
concern when implementing ByOD.
It is
rmportant to understand three possible
application architectures and the
trade_offs
involved: native, browser, and
(See

(or cloud). Data may be exchanged
and
stored directly on the ByOD
device. Typi_
cally the application performance
u.rd.rr..

experience are closest to the specific
device;
in other words, a business application
func_

tions much like any other application
on

the device. All the productivity
benefits and
device behavior are preserved,
and applica_

tions can be tailored to provide
enhanced
experiences.

. A browser approach is increasingly be_
ing adopted for application access
due to

the ease ofportability across devices
and
operating systems. Essentially any
device

Ultimately, people want to connect
to the
network not only for access to data
ap_
plications, but also to collaborate

*ith or"

another. /ust as in traditional work
spaces,
users with ByOD devices want
access to
their institution,s voice, video, and
confer_

data loss. In addition, there may
be some
sacrifice of user experience.

encing services.

In contrast, in virtual mode, applica_
tions exist on the application server
in the

Stand-alone approaches, such as
relying
on the smartphone's cellular communica- "
tions, can be somewhat effective. To

data center (or cloud) and are represented
a VDI client on the device.
Data
is not stored locally on the ByOD
device.
Only display information is exchanged
and
rendered on the BYOD device.

through

virtual.

In native mode, applications running
on
,
the device communicate directly
with th*e
application server in the host data
center

HTML browser capability

mode, data may be exchanged and
stored

tion will fit now and in the futurellong
the
adoption spectrum is useful to p.epur."fo.

Figure 2 on page I4.)

a standard

can be used to access the application.
The
disadvantages are that much like
native

Whiie this
method provides maximum data security,
user experience may be compromised
due
to the translation from an application
server to the form factor and OS
native to
the BYOD device. Early adopters
of this

approach have provided somewhat
negative
feedback.

It is important to make decisions about
which mode-native or virtual_will
be
relied on for the application architecture.
Many companies or institutions may
use

be

truly effective, it is essential to have
an

integrated approach that makes people
within their organization,s
communications directory and systems.
Another consideration is how then to
easily reachable

extend these services to devices without
cellular voice capabilities, such as an
Apple
iPad?

A complete ByOD solution must
consider how to extend the full suite
of collaboration applications to ByOD
devices, including integrated voice,
video,

IM, conferencing, application sharing,
and
presence. Any solution needs to
consider
not only the users using ByOD devices.
but
also others trying to collaborate

many standard business applications
and

with them.
5. Have an encompassing entl_user agree_
ment. Although not part of the network

data requirements.

architecture, one area that must be
well
thought out prior to any ByOD implemen_
tation is the end-user agreement (EUA).

a

hybrid approach, using native mode
for

virtual mode for a subset of applications
with stricter confidentiality or sensitive
4. Extending collaboration to ByOD

devices.

Because of the

mixing of personal and

tl

,:1

involved
architectures and the trade-offs
Figure 2. Three possible application

employer
challenges for cases involving an
employee-owned
an
"wiped"
who reirotely
and
device, including both the corporate
your
Imagine
personal data it contained'
your
..rrprir" as an employee when by using

Native

Nalive
Application
'.t

legal
Recently, there have been several

Data

Center

y' Locat data on device
y' Maximum Pedolmance

J Native device experience
J Orllrne Possltrle

,ra*,ubl", to access the corporate network'

delete your
you unknowingly agreed to let IT
exist
challenges
furo.it. family photos' Other
situations'
around potentially illegal wiretap
that their
where employees are challenging
being illetext message conversations lvere
failed
moniiored by their company who

Browsel

HTML

lntgdace
Nativ€
Application

I
I

Locat ,lata oR device

J

Btowset experience

/

cofi neotiviiy required

Porlalrte to many devicel

gally

to notifY them'
is to
The key to avoiding legal liabilities
clear
it
notify, notifu, and notify again' Make

t

i DeslctoP
I Vi*ua$zation
i elienl

,

-

i

..

that they
to employees in a written policy
treat corwill
company
the
how
must accept
communicaand
data
personal
porate and
to the
,rorrs on th; BYOD device' By agreeing
employee
the
rights
what
EUA, make it clear
network
is forfeiting to gain access to the

Virtual

Oetl(op
': ,r Virtualizaiion
'-..-!!e{
: Nslive

:

Appticalion
Data

/
/

$lo local dala 0n device

J

Translaled experience

I

ConnectivitY requited

Maxirnum secuntY

Cenler

with an emPloYee-owned device'
policy' Simi6. Having a lost- or stolen-device
having
corporate data, and the potential of

.-ploy..-o*rred

devices being used

for

work, it is critical to outline policies up
to
front and be sure to communicate these
employees in advance'

IT organizations need to familiarize
Comthemselves with laws, including the
puter Fraud and Abuse Act, the Wiretap
ict, and Communications Assistance for
Law Enforcement Act (CALEA)'
What will institution policies be? Will
communications be subject to monitoring?
Will policies apply to both corporate and
personai? Areas to be addressed include
(but are not limited to):

'
'
.
'
'
'
'
'
'

Text messaging
Voice calling

lnternet browsing
Instant messaging
E-mail
GPS and geolocation information
Applicationspurchased/installed
Stored PhotograPhs and videos
Device "wiPing"
1

4
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As a simple example, many businesses

regularly fllter and monitor Internet
tolnsure compliance with policies against

access

at work'
accessing inappropriate websites
Most BYOD devices have direct Internet

through public WiFi and/or 3G/4G
commobile Internet access' It would be
browsing
against
policy
a
mon to have
coninappropriate websites on a device
Will
network'
corporate
the
nected through
decide
employees
if
the same policy apply
to browse sites on their employee-owned
public
device, on personal time, through

access

Internet

access?

comAs another examPle, it would be
transmitting
against
mon to have policies
e-mails containing very

inappropriate
or text
personal photos through e-maii
corporate-owned
*".rugi,r! while using a
the
device or corPorate network' Will
or
e-mails
same policies apply to personal
employeep"..nr-rnl text messaging on an
.-will
n*rr"d device? Which communications
be monitored? Which will not?
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having a
lar to the previous discussion about
should
organizations
complete EUA in place,
stolen
or
lost
ha,re u plan in place lor how
will be the
devices will be handled' What
What
process for notification by employees?
to
access
are the necessary stePs to remove

will be
the network? What steps can and
data stored
taken to remotely remove local
on the device?

Different solutions offered in the market
to
provide varying degrees of capabilities
destroy
reach out to a device remotely and
rematn
they
ensure
to
data or applications
data that
of
types
the
Consider
confldeniial.
and
devices'
BYOD
on
stored
be
are likely to
overall
the
into
plans
integrate mitigation
BYOD strategY before dePloYment'
architecture
Neil Anderson is the director of systems
developsystems
with Cisco and has been leading
than 25
more
has
He
years
ment at Cisco for over 1 O
public
including
experience'
years of broad systems
systems' and lP
telephone networks, mobile phone
networks.
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A Tough Ceil
Managing Cell phone Usage
Challenges felecom Managers

Curt Harler
Contributing Editor

Remember blackboards? Blackboards
hang

and written consent by the
president or the

on the wall at the front of a
classroom, are
black or green, include a chalk
tray

provost.

and eras_

Kathleen D'Aguanno, manager,
tele_
communications and technology
infra_
structure at Brown University
provi_

ers, and were used mainly
by the teacher. It is
a safe bet there are more
cell phones on your

campus than blackboards.
The blackboards,
however, are far easier to
manage. As a result,
many colleges are revising
their employee
cell phone policies. Looking
over their'
shoulders-always-is the Internal
Revenue
Service (IRS) to be sure taxes
are levied when

in

dence, Rhode Island, is
working on a new

cell phone policy right now.
While they

have a

written cell phone policy she
notes
that since it dates back to 2OO4,iris
out_of_
date. They have worked up
new guidelines
for which they still need approval.

appropriate.

Employees at Brown select
from a pre_
defined list ofphones. They
have u .hoi..
among three carriers, two
smartphones, or

The trend on campus, if there
is one, is
constant change, revision,

and updating

wireless becomes ubiqu i tous.
fr4, ny
revised cell phone policies

as

.ofi.g".

a decade ago,

when the IRS made some clarificatioris
on

personal versus business
use of cell phones.
Now, however, with unlimitea
poot,

-irrrt"

and smartphones (with 99
cent apps), ihe
landscape is different. The
IRS
p"fi.y,
but the internal regulation
"ififr",
of cell
phones is
taking a different hue.
\A/hen the new interim president
at Mis_

souri State University (MSU)
in Springfield
took over, a mandate went down
to ao u*uy
with the old stipend_type cell
phone policy.
"We just implemented
a new policy,,says
'
Debbie Gere, telecommunication
,..ri.",
coordinator at MSU. This past
December,
the old policy was updated
and departmenrs
lost much of the flexibility

and independence
they might formerly have enjoyed
with cell

phone usage.

a phone-only or push_to_talk_only
model,
D'Aguanno says. They also
.u., pi.k u.,
associated voice/data plan.

'The employee provides a
business

^
tification
regarding need for
.

u

jus_

pho.r" urrd

plan," she continues. This
requires a sign_

offby the department management
and the

provostt office.

"Our cell phone issues are
handled
through our purchasing department,
with-'
lhe policies through hrmrn
resources,,,
says Ken

Richmond, who handles telecom

services for

Dixie State College (DSC),

George, Utah.
As

St.

DSCt latest policy update was
in 2006.
written today, DSC employees
may

receive up to $48 per month
as a cellular
service stipend, paid quarterly

in advance,

will not contract for cellular/wir"l"r,
,..rri..

to cover reasonable expenses
for cell
phones. DSC will also reimburse
up to g100
each fiscal year for telephone
equipment,
as approved by the appropriate
budget
administrator.

for mission-critical university_related
activi_
ties." Anlthing beyond that
requires approval

because of high usage and
the use of data
services, are eligible for a gt00

..-The

MSU policy states, ,.The university

for individual employees. In rare
cases, if
approved by cost center heads,
cellular/wire_
less services may be provided
to departments

DSC's president and vice presidents,
per month

ACUTAJournaloflnlormationCommunicationsTechnologyjnHigherEducation
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reimstipend and data-enabled equipment
key
Other
year'
buisement of $250 per fiscal
stihigher
may be eligible for this

.-ptoy...

bled

reimbursement
n""a *a equipm"nt
their supervlsor
on the recommendation of

f.o*

in each department
upgrades'
bills'
the
who handle paying

have account managers

vice president'
and with the approval of the

At Drexel University in Philadelphia'
universityPennsylvania, there is no formal'
don t
usage"'We
phone
cell
for
*ii" poti.y

Marjory
centralize cell phones here"'says

serMcCoy' director of telecommunications
is responsldepartment
Each
vices at Drexel.
phone policy'
ble for developing its own cell
perexPenses
employee
the

In some

cases,

departments
sonal cell phone usage' Other
department'
provide phones' McCoy's
does provide cell

,Or/,.t..o--unications'

orr.. to its employees' "We are required
it has to be
to hurr. the phone with us' and

,t

an

get
on at all times," she says' Employees
any
iPhone or Smartphone' Downloading

'At

Texas

A&M'

help with the tun-of-the-mi11

ommendations.

Ifyou

A&M

including

"With the new policy'
bill will be
cellular
the
of
only about half

taxes," McOonald says'

covered."

for
OIT manager of telephone services
if you
that
states
policy
"Our
Princeton, says,
device'
mobile
a
for
are getting reimbursed

1

6
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their cell
"We don t take care of any of

Gere'

MSU's
phones internationally"'says
.
'rurl..o.rri State does have a number of faculty

[...i *n"rt.nie

are looking

for

a one-size-fits-al1 cell

to be disapphone poliry, you are going
pointed.
ideas or
However, for some workable
your own
text to include while developing
out these websites:
cell phone policy' check

Beginning JanuarY l,z}lz'the
roughly in
svsteri cut th1 stipend amounts
covhalf.'As recently as last fall' a stipend
while
.r.a ,OO Percent of the cell phone bill'
a portion to cover the payroll

corporate
you must be on the university
plan.
"At Princeton, we are moving toward
cost..
pooling and centralizing to control
wirelessi'
of
of the rapid growth
f
".uor-.

international use'

China is
urri ,tuff *no travel internationally'
now'
right
popular destination

Good PolicY Decisions

mix-

has a
Princeton University currently
and a
carrier
each
with
corPorate account
Weed'
Grant
decentralized environment'

the PolicY
At Brown, D'Aguanno saYs'
as for
phones
cell
is the same for domestic

an especially

a corPorate
ture of users on a stipend and
managesj'
account that telecommunications
telecomof
says fana McDonald' manager
department
each
to
up
is
It
munications'
which route theY wish to follow'

also

the place.

; th. tit ",'We"a explains' He has a staff
the
irr,t. .u-pr. center that assists with
also
They
arise'
that
-or. .orril.* issues
everyday rec-

app that entails a fee is forbidden'
we currently have a

use parallels
many schools, international
member
ACUTA
say'
to
domestic use. That is
over
all
are
usage
policies for international

into an
he continues. "Getting everyone
protect us
unlimited plan scenario could
We
o,r.rug., and simplify the billing'
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The IRS issued Inten'ral l{evenue Bulletin,
Notice 2011-72 on September 19,2011, to
clarilv several points about business use and
taxing policy for cell phones.
Before that, tl're Small L3usiness )obs Act

of 2010 (SBIA, Section 2043) removed cell
phones frorn the definition oflisted property
for taxable years begir-rning aftcr December
3 1 , 2009. That act clid not othenvise alter
the requirement that an employer-provided
cell phone is a fringe benefit, " f Tlhe value of
r'vhich must be included in the ernplovee's
gross income, unless an exclusion applies,
or tl-re potential treatment of an employerprovided cell phone as an excludible fringe
ber.refit," IRS polic,v says.
Since enactment

of

SB IA,

the I I{S has

Mar-ry colleges provide their employecs

rvith

ce11

phones primarily fbr nonconr

othel than providing compensation to the
emplo,vee, for providing tl're employee rvith

pensatory reasons. The r.alue of thc "busi-

a ccll phone. For example, the employer's

ness usc" of arr en-rplo,ver-provided cel1

need to contact the en-rployee at all times for
r'vork related emergencies, the empkryer's

phone is excludable frorn an empkrvee's
income as a rvorking condition fringe to
the extent that if t1.re emplo,vees paid for
the use of the ceil phone thenrselr.es, such
payment rvould be allo\vable as a deduction for the employees.
This fbllowing paragraph is taken
exirctly from the IRS statement b,v Ioseph
Perera of the Ofhce of Associate Chief
Counsel (Thx Exempt and Government

Entities): "An emplol.er r'vill be consiclered
to have provided an employec lr,ith a cclL
phone primaril,v lor noncomperlsatory

receir.ed cluestions about the proper tax

business purposes if there are substantial

treatment of errplover-providcd cell phones.

reasons rclating to the ernployer's business,

recluirement that the employee be available to speak with clients at times rvhen

fiom the office, and
the employee's need to speak with clients
tl're employee is ar'vay

locatecl

ir

othcr Iirlrc./r)nes Jt timcs out-

side of the elnployee's norr-nal r'vork day
are possible substantial lloncompensatory
re asons. A cell pl-rone provided
to promote the morirle or good rvill of an
ernployee, to attract a prospective employee,
or as a rneans of fulnishing additional compensation to an ernployee is not provided
primarily firr noncompensatorl. business

business

In short, when a college provides an
employee with a cell phone primarily for
business reasons, the IRS will treat the
employee's use of the cell phone for reasons
related to the employer's trade or business
as a

working condition fringe benelit.

In addition, Perera says the IRS "will
treat the value of any personal use of a cell
phone provided by the employer primarily
for noncompensatory business purposes as
excludable from the employee's income as a
de

minimis fringe benefit."

That rule went into effect for any use of
an employer-provided cell phone occurring
after December 31,2009.
DSC's and some other colleges,'written
policies leave no doubt about the taxable

status. "These stipends are not taxable
income since they represent an employee
reimbursement for the business use of their
phone," DSC's written policy states.
Setting Limits

month)," McCoy says. In most cases, that is
plenty for business and the occasional personal use.

Princeton currently gives employees a
base 450-minute plan, unless they can
demonstrate to their department that they
need more. "Pooling the entire university
account will wind up changing this entirely," Weed says.

They do not restrict phone type at
all.

For Drexel's IRT/telecommunications
employees, all minutes are pooled. "We tell
people to try to stay under 500 minutes (a

"If you are eligible for a smartphone,

you can choose the one you want (within
reason, of course)." He adds, "Most smartphones these days are the same price."

At DSC, all plans are at the discretion
of the individual employee. "The plans are
their responsibility, with the college reimbursing a portion as a stipend," Richmond
says. Individual department heads have
discretion for approval on the business uses
of cell phones. But there are a few hooks:
DSC's stipends are paid only to employees
willing to have their cellular phone number
published for DSC use and who are willing
to be available for DSC calls by keeping their
cell phones on during working hours each
weekday.

M|CTA

-

"By cashing the stipend checks, you

We Make Buying Easy!

515 N. Washington Avenue
Suite 405
Saginaw, MI 48607

acknowledge that the cell number on record

Toll Free: 888-964-2227
www.mictatech.org

to you," DSC policy states.

with the college is still operational and available to college employees for business calls

Each month, MSU's computer services, networking and telecommunications

nfr;
IUII

Technology Solutions for Members Nolionwide

MieT.q Requesl fmr [3rop$s;]]s
F.

MiCTA announces

The responsibility to ensure proper usage
of cellular/wireless services each month rests
with department heads who are required to
review invoices and submit invoices for payment. "All personal use is to be marked on

a Request For

the invoice, and the employee responsible

Proposals for E971/ NG 911 Solutions
For more informationt contact us

department reviews department-owned
cellular/wireless invoices for accuracy of
charges. The invoice is forwarded to the
department for payment processing.

at

MiCTATech.org

for the usage is expected to reimburse the
university for any such charges," according
to the policy.
"We rely on cell phones too muchl"
declares McCoy. However, there is no sign

tional, governmental, libraries, healthcare, religious,
charitable, and public sector with members in all 50

on any campus that cell phone use is in
decline. That established, it is best to have an
up-to-date policy that pleases both the IRS

states.

and the administration.

M|CTA represents all nonprofit entities including educa-

Curt Harler is a lreelance writer and contributing editor

lo lhe ACUTA Journalwho specializes in technology
issues. Reach him at curl@curtharler.com.

Thanks to all the companies that support ACUTA as Corporate Affiliates!
our Corporate Affiliates provide meaningful support to the association and its members as they contribute valuable
information
in sessions, in our publications, and on the listserv; provide personal attention and excellent customer service;
and participate in our events
by presenting, exhibiting, sponsoring, and attending. As you have need ofvarious products and services,
we encourage you to include ACUTA
corporate Affiliates in your RFI/RFP solicitations. (Note: List of members as of 5/g/12)
Year after year,
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State of the Residential Network2012
ACUTA published its Iirst annual State of
ResNet Report this spring. The report, a
comprehensive survey designed to measure the broad variation in practice and
policy within higher education and lay the
groundwork for long-term trend analysis
and benchmarking, is its first study to tar-
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United States with on-campus residential
housing and to focus exclusively on issues
affecting the residential student network.

During a period of significant budget
tightening, demands on the student net-
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'sit in' on one of our classes
held here in

Austin."

"For you and me, this
means we can
now hang out live with the local
bike shop
or discuss our wardrobe with
a favorite
clothing line or follow a band
on tour,,,s2y5
Vic Gundotra, vice president of
engineer_
ing, Google. "For businesses and
brands,
Google+ pages help you connect
with the
customers and fans who love you.
Not only
can they recommend you with
a +1 or add
you to a circle to listen long_term;
they can
also actually spend time with
your team,
face-to-face-to-face.,,

Get Started

Fortunately, if you,re looking
to set up
Google+ page for your institution,

the company,s social media product,
Con_
versation Buddy.

a

the

And SEO, Inc., a Web marketing firm,
put together a fairly thorough ,;hit.

logistics are painless. If you'd
like to sim_
ply plunge in and see what all
the fuss is
about, sign into your free Google
account,

paper (www.seoinc.com/seo_blog/google_
pages-for-business-download_free_white_

go to www. google.com/+/business/#utm
source=google&urm_medi u-

ness.

has

paper) on maximizing Google+ for
busi_

=.p.&, tI

campaign=pages and follow the prompts.

Bottom line: there,s really no down_
side to establishing a business presence
on

You can also get some additional
back_

ground with a webinar (www.buddymedia.
com/products/conversationbuddy/google_
plus) from Buddy Media on ho* to

Google+-only opportunity and potentiai.
Joe Dysart is an lnternet speaker and
busrness
consultant based in Manhattan. Heach
him atjoe@
joedysart.com.

gei

the most from a business Google+ page,
although the tutorials include u pitln
io.

oud
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Mobility Plays a Leading Role in
Teaching Environment

Vicki Sells, EdD
Sewanee: The University of the South

means
The proliferation of mobile devices
availaccess to information is always

that

only
able. Students are connected not
of
to each other but also to a vast atray
interconnected information and resources'
tool
This connection can be an important
the
allowing
by
learning
and
for teaching
beyond
extend
to
teaching environment
a
the traditional classroom and encompass

wider world.
Smartphones and tablets allow both
each
teachers and students to interact with
Having
ways'
other in new and creative
computing power that is portable and

experialways available allows for learning
particular
a
to
ences that are not confined
time and space. Authentic experiences
can
enabled by interactive mobile devices

some state-of-the-art technology'
Sewanee's traditional campus employs

in meaningful ways that
trJnr..ra the traditional classroom walls'
My own observations suggest that

engage learners

to
younger students in particular seem
in an
devices
mobile
understand the use of
older
grow
intuitive way. As these students
textenter higher education, the entire
and

likely
book publishing business will most
prestill
.harrg.. Currently, many students
fer print for textbooks, but in the not-toodistant future, it is likely more and more
students

will be comfortable with electronic

books. They will expect the interactive
and rich media experience possible with
electronic texts and be entirely comfortable
with books and materials available only via
smartPhone or tablet' such as an
a

mobile

iPad, Kindle, or the like'

For institutions, the increased use of
mobile devices means the network infra-

structure-and particularly the wireless
network-becomes an ever more critical
service. In fact, WiFi and cellular services
truly
become even more mission critical' To
utilize our mobile devices' we can never
of
be untethered from the constant flow

information and communication'
This also means that network planners
in an institution of higher education must
now plan not only for better and faster
wireless networks but also for coverage
for additional spaces and outside areas'
Students can take tablets and smartphones
into living laboratories in nature' capture
data, and send and receive information'
They are no longer confined to the traditional classroom space but can move into
the natural world, whether a rural forest or
an urban neighborhood' Network planning
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must also include ever-more redundancy so
that the connection is never broken.
A Learning Experience

Recently, I taught a class in instructional
technology for prospective teachers at
Sewanee: The University of the South.

I

decided to issue each student an iPad so
that together we could explore and think

about what mobile, touch-screen devices
mean for education. The course also had a
service-learning component. Each student
was paired with a local special-education
teacher who had also just received an iPad.
We began

with an introduction to the

iPad. I intended to check out the devices to
students and then explain how to connect
and get them set up. A similar project with
group of graduate students several years

a

ago was chaotic and required a great deal

of individual assistance. This time, I was
preparedl The first surprise of my experience in teaching the class occurred when I
discovered that the students had the iPads
on and connected before I had finished
checking them all out. They needed very

little instruction in the basics of using

a

mobile or touch device because ( I ) these
devices have grown easier to use, and (2)
for the most part, students already had
iPhones, Androids, and Blackberries and
were digital natives who do not remember
a time without the Internet.
Since we did not have to struggle

with

the basics, we began a discovery of what
the use of mobile technologies can mean in

education-both K-12 and higher education. We used Google Apps for Education for communication. We used Google
Docs to create and share text documents,
spreadsheets, and presentations. This led
to one our first discoveries. The students
were excited to learn that they could create
documents and presentations, save and
share them in the cloud, and access them
with the iPad (or other mobile device) at
any time or place. Almost everyone had suf-

fered through PowerPoint font and version
problems when creating a presentation and

then trying to share it on a different computer. We developed Prezi presentations on
the history of the Internet and on ways to
use technology in teaching. I discovered that
although as a group they were very quick
and proficient in using mobile devices, they
did not always know how to use features
and functions of the cloud for their work.

I asked them to use the iPad as their own
for the semester and reflect upon how it did
or did not change the way they worked and
studied. We explored the use of e-books
and the huge number of free books and
read a text online using both iBooks and
the Kindle app. (The text we readwas The
World Is Open: HowWeb Technology Is Revolutionizing Education by Curtis I. Bonk).
We learned to tweet and create movies to
share. The classroom was our initial meeting point, but we did not have to stay in that
space. Instead, we could move both outside

Very quickly the students were able to assist
teachers with the basics and move on to
assisting with educational apps. In many
cases, my students actually worked with
students in the special-education classes.

As we discussed the service learning
project with the special-education teachers,
my students reflected upon the importance
of network access, the utility of cloud
computing and resources, and the need for
more teacher training in the use of mobile
devices of all kinds. The very best experiences for my students involved working
with the children. There are many apps
available for students with communication problems and cognitive problems. The
experiences my students reported highlighted one of the most important aspects
of mobility in education: the proliferation
of useful apps at little to no cost.

Rather than assign a traditional research
paper to my students, I asked them to
create an online

portfolio using Google

and inside as needed.

Sites and to create an e-book using iBooks

The students were nervous about working with the special-education teachers.
They feared they would not know enough
to be truly helpful to the teachers. This fear
proved unfounded. By the time the visits
with teachers began, they were fluent in the
use ofthe iPad and knowledgeable concerning apps useful for special-education

Author. In their online portfolio, they
linked all of the presentations, videos, and
other documents they had created in the
class, as well as included the observations
oftheir visits to the local special-education
teachers. The e-books they created included
video shot and edited on the iPad, interactive questions, photo galleries, and text. The
resulting e-books reflected the experiences
of the semester in a professional-looking,
interactive format that could be shared
with other mobile devices and computers.

students.
Sessions with the special-ed teachers
proved to be one of the most valuable

experiences of the class. Students kept a log

of their tutorial sessions with teachers and
shared those experiences with each other.
All of the teachers had only recently received
the iPads, so students were able to help

them become familiar with many of the basics of using the iPad. A few teachers did not
know how to download apps or organize
apps. In some cases) they could not access
a wireless network. The difference in being
a digital native and a digital immigrant
became quickly apparent to my students.

The lmpact of Mobility

What I learned from my students reinforced my conviction that mobility in the
teaching environment is increasingly important and positive. The students reported
on their use of the iPad in other classes.
They used the devices to look up information on the Internet during class and to
access our library's electronic journals and
databases when doing research projects.
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They took notes on the iPad and recorded
lectures for later review. They created presentations using the Prezi app and Google
Docs. They watched movies from NetFIix
and Hulu and, of course, used the ubiquitous Facebook app, as well as Twitter, to

communicate with others.
\A/hy is this important? I believe

it

is

critical that educators learn to engage
students with the tools and resources of
the 2 1st century. We need to meet them
where they are, not expect them to remaster
old technologies and ways of teaching and
Iearning.
Of course, anytime-any.where access to

information also Ieaves us all open to misinformation as well. Part of being successful in the Information Age means knowing

how to discriminate between information
that is legitimate and that which is useless
or even false.
Rather than ban Facebook and texting
and mobile devices in the classroom, we

must learn to use these tools to engage
interest and reinforce learning. Motivation for learning is critical, and we must
recognize and always remember that we are
preparing students for the world they are
living in now, r.ot the world of the past.
Conclusion

Mobile devices, smartphones, wireless tablets, and other electronic devices have forever changed our approach to finding and
using information. We are now able to look
up the answer to a question at any time and
any place. We do not have to make a trip to

Be a Pu blis hed

Author!

Do you secretly long to see your name in print?
Have you ever thought about how impressed your colleagues,
your staff, and your boss would be if you had an article pubIi

shed?
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library to find the answer to an obscure
question. This is not a value-laden proposition. It is not necessarily better or worsel it
simply is. The tools and resources of time
present are much different from those of
a

time past.

It is up to us-both educators and other
participants in the educational process-to
provide for the wise use of the vast array of
mobile tools and devices and, by extension,
information. We must provide the requisite
infrastructure as well as the knowledge of
how to make the most effective use of our
ever-increasing mobility.
Vicki Sells, EdD, is the associate provost for information technology services and university librarian for

The University of the South at Sewanee, Tennessee.
Reach her at vsells@sewanee.edu.
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Data Sifting: The Next Frontier ln
Emerging Oppoftunities
James S. Cross, PhD

Convergence, cloud computing, computer-

publications indicating improved opera-

Longwood University (retired)

based data analytics, and data sifting have

tional efficiencies, enhanced business intelIigence, residual payback, and new business

ushered in a new era in accessing and
exploiting vast troves of data. Continuous

innovation in computer processing power,
storage, artificial intelligence techniques,
neural networks, statistical software, virtual
machine definition, and cloud computing-based analytics have made the once
impossible a reality in data sifting. More
and more companies are trying to make
sense

ofwhat their data reservoirs can tell

them about how to do business worldwide,
reline their products and services, and create the future.
Although business, industry, government, and academia have made substantial
investments in data collection, storage,
retrieval, and visualization, many do not
have the know-how to uncover the valuable insights, data patterns, anomalies, and

information/knowledge nuggets in their
big data reservoirs. For example, what is the
impact of smartphones and social media
on political systems, marketing/retailing,
social engineering, and language lexicons?

A recent industry survey of businessintelligence professionals reports that 51
percent of data-mining projects never left
the ground, did not realize value, or produced results that were not measurable.l
What ls Big Data?

Beyond the inherent upfront risks

of

engaging in what is essentially a discovery

opportunities. Facebook, Groupon, Human
Genome Sciences, TellApart, The Climate
Group, Cataphora, and LivingSocial rely
on terabytes and even zettabltes* ofdata
to design their products and services. The
practice is called big data. It is huge in
scope and power, with the potential to
affect many industries.
Technology has always empowered
people and changed the way things are
done. For years, the academic, scientific,
and research communities have used pow-

erful computers to sift through volumes
of data on global warming and its impact
on changing weather patterns, rising ocean
levels, and natural disasters. With advances
in cloud computing and virtual machine
definition, organizations are now able to
define virtual big data reservoirs across
multiple computing platforms at multiple
locations. This enables organizations to
define a virtual central repository of all
organizational data. Users are now able to
analyze data from many different perspectives, dimensions, and angles in summarizing data relationships, patterns, and various
characteristics that can be used to increase
revenue, cut costs, and develop new products. The process involves the visualization and extraction of implicit, previously
unknown, and potentially useful information from data by searching for, locating,

process, just
be

identifring a starting point can
intimidating and mysti$ring. Despite

its elusive nature, predictive analytic data

+

visualization has surpassed the flash-in-thepan "miracle tool" stigma. Success stories

ity that is 2 to the 70th power bytes ot in

are highlighted frequently

in mainstream

A zettabyte is a measure of storage capac-

decimal, approximately a thousand exa-

bltes or

a

million terabytes.
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and uncovering valuable predictive insights,
patterns, relationships, and anomalies hidden within big data reservoirs. It involves

storage capabilities are enabling organiza-

Data refers to any facts, numbers, or text
that can be processed by a computer. Today,
organizations are accumulating vast reservoirs of data in different formats, including

tions to integrate their various databases
into data reservoirs. Data warehousing is
defined as a process of centralized data
management and retrieval. Data reservoir is a relatively new term, although the
concept itself has been around for years.
Data reservoir represents an ideal vision of
a central repository of all organizational
data to maximize user access and analysis.
Dramatic technological advances, state-ofthe-art data-analysis software and cloud
computing are allowing users to access
this data freely. For example, the advertising and retail community can now analyze
sales in light of consumer advertising and
promotional efforts to determine which
items are most susceptible to promotional

the following:

campaigns.

using a combination of machine learning,
pattern recognition, statistical analysis,
modeling techniques, and database tech-

nology to find patterns and subtle relationships that allow discoveries about the past
and predictions about the future-such as
the impact of digital forensics on the criminal justice system, in the fine arts industry,
and in validating authenticity of artifacts.
Data, lnformation, and Knowledge

.

Operational or transactional data,
such as sales, cost, inventory, payroll, and

Fueling the Next Decade of Winners

accounting

With

.

Nonoperational data, such as industry
macroeconomic

sales, forecast data, and

data

.

Metadata, which is data about the data
itself, such as logical database design or
data dictionary definitions
The patterns, associations, and rela-

tionships among data items generate
information. For example, analysis of retail
point-of-sale transaction data can yield
information on which products are selling
and inventory replenishment requirements.
Knowledge discowry is the process

of

finding correlations or patterns among
data items and the extraction of implicit,
previously unknown, and potentially useful
information from the data items: for example, summary information on the impact
of black carbon versus carbon dioxide on
global warming.
Data Reservoirs and Dala Warehouses

Dramatic advances in data capture, processing power, data transmission, and
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a broad range of analytics capabilities,
organizations are now better able to explore
all aspects of their business:

.

To

Think Answering key business ques-

become an important part of the research
community and customer relationship
management (CRM).In spite of the barriers to success, organizations are actively
pursuing emerging technologies and inno-

vation, to improve insights, performance,
and business dynamics in their quest to be
the engine that leads the world's economy
back to economic growth.

IBM continues its quest to be in the
forefront by adding to its cloud-based anal1tics expertise the acquisitions of software
vendors Emptoris and DemandTec. The
acquisitions enhance IBM's smarter commerce initiative, which focuses on providing companies with tools for analyzing and
responding to consumer buying trends.T
In addition to the traditional computer
vendors, such as IBM, HR Cisco, Oracle,
Alcatel-Lucent, VMware, and EMC, many
new firms are emerging that specialize in
industry-specific analytic analysis and data
visualization of big data reservoirs.
Data-Sifting Vendors

of

tions

As more companies seek to make sense

.

what big data reservoirs can tell them, a
recruiting war for top talent is being fueled
by the demand for people who can help
organizations uncover the information and
knowledge nuggets hidden in their data reservoirs. Here are some of the better known
vendors in this area:

To Connect: Building and sharing
insights to gain alignment

.
to

To See More: Experiencing the freedom
see

the big picture and discover more

opportunities

' To Speculate: Imagining future possibilities and scenarios
.

To Make Smarter Decisions:

Driving

better results and achieving goals

.

To Execute: Bringing insight to the

point of maximum impact in creating the
future
Exploring, analyzing, slicing, and dicing data until patterns and anomalies
become obvious implies digging through
tons of data to uncover these patterns and
relationships-for example, the impact of
biomedical engineering on geriatric care,
drug development, social engineering, and
healthcare in general. The practice has
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Cataphora markets a suite of software

solutions that allow organizations to
identifir the least and most valuable components of an organization in an objective
manner by examining how human interactions relate to specific workflows. Although
data analytics itself is not new, it is changing how an organization makes decisions,
allocates resources, anticipates risks, shapes

future outcomes, achieves better results,
and gains a deeper understanding of trends,
opportunities, weaknesses, and threats.
Elizabeth Charnock, CEO of Cataphora,
states that everyone leaves a digital charac-

ter imprint trail on the network that can be
used to predict everything from a person,s
mood to their skill as a manager to their
inclination to commit fraud.2

Patil compares raw data to clay: shapeless

until molded by algorithms that can churn

enterprise and helps them build viable

through billions or trillions of data points
and show where patterns emerge and what
matters and what doesn't in a huge trove of
data. For example, data-visualization patterns indicated early on that mothers were
hear,y users of social networks, which in
turn led to the creation of social circles.2

businesses that stand the test of time. David

.

.

Greylock Partners is a venture capital
consulting firm that supports innovative entrepreneurs who are obsessed with
solving customer problems across the

Patil of Greylock Partners says it "is on a
perpetual search for a rare breed of talent
with a brain for math, finesse with computers, the eyes of an artist, and more. There's
one common element across the rare breed
of talent that stands out above everything,
and that's curiosity. It's an intense curiosity to understand what's behind the data."

The proliferation of innovation and new
technologies facilitates our ability to interact, collaborate, think differently, initiate
change, and

rethink everything. Cyberse-

tools that help government agencies, banks,
and other organizations conduct cybersecurity, counterterrorism, and fraud detec-

tion.

Palantir's software provides the ability
to assimilate incredibly large amounts of
data (up to a million gigabytes) from disparate databases and allows investigators to
apply different functions, such as mapping,
filtering, timelines, and searches. A point-

and-click interface allows enforcement officials to sift through it using language they
understand, such as "fraudster" and "suspicious account."

3

tion have emerged

. David Friedberg, CEO of The Climate
Corporation, says his company uses weath-

Technologies develops and markets highly
sophisticated data-sift ing and -visualization

er measurements from 2.5 million locations
and 150 billion soil observations ro create
weather insurance for farmers. Friedberg

curity, counterterrorism and fraud detecas top concerns in the
business and government arena. Palantir
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that by touting
the power of risk management to change
agriculture. The Climate Corporation's
ability to model changing climate Patterns
means the company can provide insurance
to small farmers, who otherwise might not
take on the risk of farming more land. "We
can actually encourage agricultural development and provide a sustainable living
for them," Friedberg says. "And that's one
says his company does

of the long-term missions of our organization."'z

.

Because of the ability to cheaply process
terabytes of information, companies can
atalyze all kinds of things that weren't possible before. Decide.com has developed a
price-prediction data model for consumer

electronics price volatility that indicates
when gadget prices are likely to rise, stay
the same, or fall. Decide.com collects the
prices of more than 100,000 electronic

products every day from hundreds of
online retailers. It also searches technology
blogs for rumors of upcoming new releases
and new product introductions.a

.

Since the early part

ofthe

decade

that

began in 2000, computing, storage, and
bandwidth capacity has become so cheap
that it has altered the scale of what's pos-

sible. "Everpvhere you look, there's an
opportunity to collect more data and
then apply a statistical or mathematical

approach to understanding what's happening," says Chris Kemp, CEO of Nebula,
a storage and computing capacity vendor.

and make faster, more accurate business
decisions. By gaining deeper insights, businesses can uncover critical patterns, not

Big data give consumers better tools so they
can do a better job of predicting dynamics

only to react swiftly to market shifts across
geographical regions but also to predict the

in their marketplace.2

effect of future actions.

Summary

in a de-leveraging environment
that's here to stay, as we gear up for what
will likely be another tumultuous year in

We are

the 2010 decade. There is political unrest in
the Middle East, Europe is in a financial crisis, fapan is recovering from the Fukushima
disaster, Russia is in turmoil, China's econ-

omy is looking wobbly, and there is political gridlock in Washington. As national
boundaries lose importance, choosing the
right strategy, product, company, or industry to invest in is critical to future success.
Companies and governments alike
are turning to data sifting to identifi,

Current state-of-the-art of business
analytic tools continue to fuel the demand
for an increasingly socially sawy workforce.
More and more organizations and firms are
trying to make sense of what the big data
troves can tell them about future business
dynamics, how to do business better, future
market trends, and emerging opportunities as they seek to create the future in an
increasingly global society.
Jim Cross is a past president of ACUTA and a fre'
quent contributor to the ACUTA Journal. Now retired,
he can sometimes be reached at jscross22@gmail.
c0m.
References:
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new opportunities as they continue to
gather and keep vast troves of national
and international data about population
demographics, shopping behavior, brand

in

preferences, product surveys, changes
weather patterns, fi nancial transactions,
payment history, traffic patterns, and so on.
Organizations are now able to integrate and
analyze massive amounts of data to align

Ralph Kimball, "The Evolving Role of the
Enterprise Data Warehouse in the Era of Big Data,"
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201 1-12 lnstitutional Excellence Award
Honorable Mention

lU Mobile at lndiana UniversitY
The key goal of IU Mobile,
Indiana UniversitY's official aPplication for handheld devices'

to enable convenient anytime,
anpvhere access lo lU information and services on any
device. IU Mobile is Indiana
University's imPlementation
of the Kuali MobilitY Product.
is

lU

is also a lead

contributing

i

education with an oPen-source

option for mobile initiatives.

browser on the Phone'

BY

sharing solution sets, the Project
is helping to foster innovation
and drive down overall develoP-

ment costs for higher education
particiPants.

of the award.

The Kuali MobilitY Project
began as a partnership with five initial
investors and a unique product-evolution
strategy. Indiana University took the lead

in the formation of the Kuali partnership,
partnering with Cornell University and the
University of Michigan as well as commercial affiliates HTC Global and Vivantech'
The project also focused on reinforcing an
agile approach to evolution and adoption'
In the first phase, IU diverted all existing
investments in mobile technology into the
Kuali model, propelling the project into
production at IU on a very short time line
to prove the technology and ensure no
lingering dilution of mobile efforts'

This award is sPonsored bg
Windstreawt.

major devices and operating systems' So
while our application is primarily HTML5
based and reusable across platforms, we are
leveraging open-source software that wraps
this functionality (PhoneGap) into a native
application. By doing this, we are also able
to tap into device functionality that is not
currently exposed to pure HTML5 in the

school in the Kuali MobilitY
project, which Provides higher

Dennis Cromwell (2nd from right) accepts the Honorable Mention in the Institutional Excellence Award competition for Indiana
University's IU Mobile project at the Annual Conference' AIso
pictured ifrom left): Matt Arthur, ACUTA immediate past presiient, Washington University in St. Louis; ioe Harrington' ACUTA
president, Boston College; and Larry Foster, Windstream' sponsor

continue to evolve, that HTML5-based
approach creates reuse potential. Additionally, we recognize that the marketpiace is
demanding native applications that people
can download from stores for each of the

The Kuali Mobility project is leveraging HTML5 as the primary technology
powering the application. As the platforms
and operating systems in the mobile space

Planning, Leadership, and Management Support

As a partner in the Kuali Mobility project,

Indiana University is participating in two
evolving sets of organizational dpamics. First and foremost, IU is committed to
delivering best-of-breed mobile experience
to its constituents (students, faculty, staff,
prospects, alumni, and others). Secondly, as
a means of production, we see Kuali and a
shared project-ownership model as a means
to help share the costs associated with our
mobile initiatives.
Each organization that comes into a
Kuali-managed project contributes resources to the project; the project then pools
those resources and has a project manager
allocate them according to priorities based
on governance rules established in the
project charters. Typically, Kuali projects
have a governing board and a

functional

council made up of members from all of the
contributing institutions' This allows for a
shared-governance model that takes into
account the vision and goals of the collec-

in Higher Education Summer zot
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tive group of institutions investing in the
project.

In addition to the coordinated multi_
institutional governance, each institution
evolves its own governance model for
participation in order to maximize the

value gained through project membership.
Therefore, at IU we have internal gover_
nance and efforts in addition to the collec_
tive efforts required for active participation
in the project. To ensure transparent shar_
ing of goals and objectives, IU,s IT team has
partnered with university communications
and marketing in a shared institutional_
ownership model. This internal governance
is

critically important,

as

coordinated IT

spending allows for shared returns rather
than each campus, department, office, or

group forging a mobile direction on their
own.
Promotion of Technology and Maturity of Effort

Indiana University is highly invested in
establishing itself as one of the top tier

IT institutions in higher education. This
investment has led to a series of additional
investments (internal, external, and grant
related). To maximize these resources, IU
helped steer the formation of the Kuali
Mobility project, with the intention of
transparently sharing investments in the
larger higher education space, as well as

production costs.
Before the formation of the Kuali
Mobility project, IU had invested in local
solutions for the institution. After a couple

of years of internal evolution, we saw an
opportunity that was part technology
and part organizational. Organizational
awareness of mobile efforts had become the
norm, and almost all institutions of higher
education had some sort of investment in
mobile delivery of services and applica_
tions. The technology advancements that
occurred at the same time created a new
investment model that made it possible to
invest in HTML5-based approaches, and to
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extend a pleasing experience to users across
devices and operating systems.

The timing of the project and selection
of the technologies leveraged in the project
are indicative of a tipping point in time.
Web delivery of mobile investments was
seen as a second-class citizen in compari_
son to native applications that users could
download and install from application

IU had recognized this and, prior to
the Kuali Mobility project and the adopstores.

tion of

a technology direction, we invested
in native application development across

multiple platforms-development that was
becoming very expensive to maintain and
keep consistent for users. Moving forward
in the Kuali space, we knew that we needed
to deliver an approach that would work
across technology platforms. In addition,
we needed to ensure that it met the basic
expectations of users accustomed to native
applications that work well on their hand_
held platforms.
We became adopters

of early versions of

two key technologies that helped us achieve
this vision. First, we needed an HTML5based approach that met user expectations
related to native application functionality.
For this element of the project, we selected

]QueryMobile, which is a subproject of the
|Query project. Next, we needed a bridging
technology that allowed us to make use of
our HTML5-based investments in creating
downloadable applications for publication
in application stores. For this technology,
we selected PhoneGap. The combination of
the two technologies allowed us to rapidly
deliver native applications with all of the
traditional benefits of HTML web-based

development and maintenance. When a de_
fect is identified, we can isolate and resolve
the issue without needing to resubmit to
the application store and wait for approval

(in addition to the user updating the appli_
cation). Combined with our own investments, these two core technologies have
enabled us to rapidly develop and deploy
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functionality to mobile devices at a rate that
we could have only dreamed of a couple of
years ago.
Quality, Performance, and productivity Measurements

Going into the effort, we had a wealth of
experience with previous investment models
for mobile deployment of applications and
services. We knew that a large investment
would be required to deliver our services
on a single mobile platform, and we also
knew that we wanted to deliver our service
ubiquitously across the ever-evolving range
of platforms (over which we have no direct

control). Due to our previous investments,
we already had some pretty strong indica_
tions of quality, performance, and produc_
tivity. We also had a great desire to reduce
the level of investment required to keep pace
with productivity measures.
By moving to a write-once/consume_on_
any-device model, we inherently increased
productivity related to platform- and

operating-system disparity. In fact, we
increased productivity by a measure of three,
as we had been maintaining three different

platform implementations for our services.
After initial implementation, we continue
to see enhanced productivity. We have also
expanded our base of users, who can add
value by developing tools in a primarily
Web-based development approach for which

trained staff are available in large quantities.
In addition, we have benefited from a surge
of investors from across the institution_all
interested in ensuring that their services are
included in IU mobile.
Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis

The primary cost driver has been human re_
sources. We placed responsibility for IU Mo_

bile and our Kuali Mobility endeavors on an
existing team within our central IT group.
We added two additional staff to match the
demand for quick turnaround and to meet
our resource obligations to the Kuali project.

In addition, we get the benefit of the collective human resource commitments from
other institutions to Kuali Mobility' This

Ieveraging a common skill set' The risk of
cost overruns and staying relevant are also
mitigated by engagement with the Kuali

provides a net resource base that is larger
than it would have been if we had done this
project on our own. It also helps control
costs going forward and allows for innova-

tion and sharing on the mobile platform'

All software used on the project is open
source; therefore no software investments
are required. The remaining costs are associated with travel expenses for staff on
the Kuali project. Generally speaking, we
categorize these costs as "costs of collaborationi'required to bring the development
staff, board, and services council together
for face-to-face meetings at least twice a
year.
The benefits of moving the IU mobile platform in the direction of HTML5
are mrmerous. As mentioned, we have
increased our productivity by a factor of
three. We have also made it possible for
people outside of the core team to Participate in developing IU Mobile services'
leveragi ng Web application programming
tools they already use for their websites and

applications. Finally, we can much more
easily recruit and retain talented staff, as
the skill set required is widely available
(especially compared to limited availability

ofnadve application developers for each of
the pladorms).

Our risk exposure has also been significantly reduced by moving in the HTML5
direction andbyfurther engaging in a
collaborative open-source Kuali project'
The risks of buildingWeb applications
are widelyknown and already a standard
measure that we en@unter in most projects. Our ability to leverage our collective
experience related to Web-based application delivery mitigates any IT security risks'

In addition, the risk of stalled projecs or
failed projects-mainly due to the lack of
proficient staff-is greatly mitigated by

Mobility project.
Customer Satisfaction and Results to Date

The key organizations involved in the initiative have been the central IT group (University Information Technology Services' or

UITS) and the university communications
and marketing group, which is responsible
for managing gateway sites that have some
direct parallels to our mobile initiatives'
The key audiences that we have targeted
with the IU Mobile application include students, faculty, staff, and alumni' We intend

to continue to roll out services with targeted value for prospects, Parents of students'
donors, and the general public' (There is a
combination of both public and authenticated services deployed into IU Mobile
today.) In addition, our one instance of the
application handles the mobile presence for
all eight IU campuses. Many of the services
are shared across all camPuses; however'
each campus has the capability to add tools

specific to their camPus.

One specific example where user input
really made a difference had to do with user
feedback requesting that we put in place
the
a tool for accessing information from
student information system (SIS), and from
the learning management system (LMS)'
parts
We worked with users to identifir the

of these systems that they wanted to access
on mobile devices, and then built out the
integrations and ultimately deployed a tool
called My Classes' The authenticationrequired tool now allows students and
faculty to quickly access records for their
current classes with combined data from the
SIS and the LMS'
The main challenge has been related to
coordination: Our desire to be a very agile
project means that coordination and communication are essential' And it is imperative that the distributed development team
stay in near constant communication' In
addition, the services council for the proiect
needs to have effective coordination and

communication to avoid a stall in speciflcations for the developers' We have set up
processes both online and offline to mitigate
these challenges, and at this point they are

The overall reaction to the initiative has
been very positive. As the number of smart-

operating PrettY smoothlY'

phone users has dramatically increased
on our camPuses, so has the demand for
delivery of IU services that work well on
those devices. We have used a number of

additional i nformation'

techniques to assess needs and satisfaction. First, we conducted fairly extensive
user-experience testing at several phases
of the project. Second, we built a feedback
mechanism into the application to allow
users to express their desires or satisfac-

tion/dissatisfaction with the service' Finally'
we have engaged with user groups to assess
their needs and help prioritize the activities
of the development team' Together' these
feedback mechanisms have created an agile
approach based on feedback and usage
statistics to help steer our effiorts'

For a closer look, here are some links to
Project Site: http://www'kuali'org/mobility

'
.

IU Mobile APPIe Store Site: httP://
itunes.apple.com/us/app/iu-mobile/
id383456985?mt=8

IU Mobile Android Marketplace Site:

'

iu'
https:/ /market.android'com/details?id=
android&hl=en

'

IU Mobile Website Access: https://m'iu'
edu (viewable on the web, but best on a
mobile device)

director'
For more inlormation, contact Brian McGough'
architect'
technical
chief
and
integration,
enterprise
lndiana
University lnlormation Technology Services'
University, bmcgough

@

indiana edulf
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